Multiparameter absorption measurements in automated microscopy. Simultaneous quantitative determination of DNA and nuclear antigen.
To test a dual DNA-nuclear antigen staining method for multiparameter absorption image analysis. MCF 7 cells, grown on glass slides, served as a model to test the staining technique. For DNA, Feulgen-based CAS quantitative DNA staining, and for nuclear antigen, alkaline phosphatase-based immunocytochemical staining with CAS Red as the chromogen, were used. MIB-1, estrogen and progesterone receptors were used as examples of nuclear antigen staining. Measurements were performed with the DISCOVERY image analyzer. Scatterplots, in which the nuclear antigen content was plotted against the DNA content, were obtained. Immunostain-positive and -negative populations could be discriminated. These cells were visualized in image galleries. The DNA histograms of the positive and negative cells showed no change in coefficient of variation or integrated optical density ratio of the G0, G1 and G2 + M peaks as compared to single DNA staining. The intensity of the immunostain increased as compared to the single immunostaining result. This staining technique allows the simultaneous accurate measurement of costained DNA and antigen within the same nucleus. This opens the possibility for studies in which nuclear antigen expression is monitored during the cell cycle or in cells of different ploidy classes. Identified cells can also be visualized by presentation in an image gallery or by relocation on the slide. This can support the analysis of clinical samples, where cytometric data can be correlated with and confirmed by visual diagnosis.